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to be slipped into place over the head 26 of the tie rod and
then to be lowered so that the flat inner face 30 of the
tie rod ends will have a very appreciable bearing, as they
are required to take a very substantial strain. The oppo
site end of the waller bracket is provided with an upturned
end 6 which should present a vertical inner wall 36 of
Sufficient height to fully engage the edge face of waler 40.

Equipment of this order is often used on relatively
thick walls where the dimensions of the studding and
Walers may have to be very substantially increased and

under these circumstances the proportions or dimensions
of the waller brackets must be changed to be compatible
with the extra loading caused by the thick concrete masses
before they have had a chance to set. The overall length
of the brackets will also have to vary so that the width of
the waller and the width of the studding 42 as presented
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A.

ferent mills or because of variation in the daily run of a
single mill. It follows that if the walls are to be truly
planar when finished that a tight joint on each side of the
Waler as at 66 and 68 is required and also that the abut
ment between the studding 42 and the form walls must also

O

brackets.

Having thus disclosed the invention, what is claimed:
5

normal to the face of a form wall will determine the over

all dimensions. It will be noted that two openings 46 are
shown as passing through end 16 and one opening 48

shown passing through the rest portion 20 of the bracket.
These are not used in any of the conditions indicated in
the drawings but are sometimes desirable when added
security is desirable or the equipment is being put in place
by a limited crew.
Referring to FIGURES 2, 3 and 4 there have been illus
trated, in addition to three arrangements of studding and
walers, three different forms of tie rod positioning means.
In FEGURE 2 an additional head 50 is formed on the
tie rod. In FIGURE 3 small cylinders 52 are employed
and in FIGURE 4 a plurality of relatively thick washers
54 are employed. In all instances it is very desirable that

the tie rod 28 be supported quite close to the head so that
the weight of the waller bracket and walers, or possibly
of a workman standing on the Waler will not tend to bend
the end of the tie rod. There are other reasons for these
positioning members which have been more fully disclosed
and described in the co-pending application, Serial Num
ber 715,772. The positioning means noted forms no
actual part of this present application but should always
be used with the tie rods when the waller brackets are em
ployed. Otherwise the openings 60 in the plywood will
soon become damaged or split beyond further use because
of the relatively small projected surface of the tie rod in
proportion to the heavy weight to be supported. In FG
URES 2 and 3 the more conventional rod abutment is em

ployed for spacing the form walls apart. In these instances
washers are indicated at 62 which are normally welded
or swedged in place on the rods. These washers 62 such
as illustrated form the spacing abutments that determine
the actual thickness of the wall when it is finished.
It is very desirable to have means for utilizing the tie
rods not only for spacing the form walls apart but to hold
the form walls against the abutments, especially during
the period before the vertical studding and Walers are put
in place. This condition has been to a degree illustrated
in FIGURE 5, which is a diagrammatic view. In putting
the form walls in place it of course is not possible to
conveniently work in between the two form walls. Con
sequently the tie rod is passed through the aligned open
ings 60 in the two opposite walls and then the Waler
brackets are hung on each end. The weight of the Waler
brackets tends to cause them to slant downwardly after the
showing of FIGURE 5 in which the slope is exaggerated
for emphasis. During this placement the Waler bracket
tends to revolve slightly about the curved fulcrum 22 mov
ing the plywood forms into engagement with the spacing
abutments by this leverage or camming action and facilitat
ing the placement of the vertical studding 42 and the hori
zontal walers 40.
The studding and walers are commercially planed ma
terial, it being required that they be at least edge planed
and as shown in FIGURE 3 the studding must be face

planed on both sides. This planing tends to bring the lum

be in bearing contact. In observing these conditions it is
then found that the only permissible clearance is the bear
ing between the bearing face of end A8 and the outer
face 70 of the form wall material.
It is believed that it will be clearly apparent from the
above description and the disclosure in the drawings that
the invention comprehends a novel construction of Waler
... A waller bracket for concrete wall forms made of

plywood sheets for use with form tie rods having integral
heads on each end and spacer abutments and with co
acting horizontal Walers and vertical Studding, compris
ing: a metal bracket having a substantially horizontal rest
portion; an upwardly directed wall form engaging pierced
end of said bracket disposed at right angles to said rest
portion; a bayonet type hole in said pierced end having
a lower portion substantially round to fit over the head
of a tie rod and an upper portion of slot form starting at
said lower portion and extending upwardly and adapted

to snugly engage the rod portion of said tie rod said hori
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zontal rest portion being longer than said wall form en
gaging end of said bracket so that a waller applied to the
outer portion of said horizontal rest portion will produce
an effective tie rod tensioning force; an upwardly directed
outer end of said bracket disposed at Substantially right
angles to said rest portion to form an engaging Surface
for the edge of a Waler.
2. The combination according to claim wherein an
outer rounded corner is provided at the angle formed by

said rest portion and said pierced end to form a fulcrum
so that weight applied to said rest portion will place a
tensioning force on said tie rod and insure that the Spac

ing abutment on said tie rod will firmly engage the interior

40 wall of the wall form.

3. A waller bracket for concrete wall forms made of
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plywood for use with form tie rods having integral flat
heads on each end and spacer abutments and with coact
ing horizontal walers, comprising: a metal bracket hav
ing a substantially horizontal rest portion; an upwardly
directed, wall form engaging end of said bracket disposed
at right angles to said rest portion said horizontal rest
portion being longer than said wall form engaging end
of said bracket so that a waller applied to the outer por
tion of said horizontal rest portion will produce an effec
tive tie rod tensioning force; an opening in Said Wall en
gaging end of said bracket adapted to receive one head
of a tie rod and to operatively engage said head of Said
tie rod; an upwardly directed outer end of said bracket
bent at substantially right angles to said rest portion and
disposed to engage and position said Waler.
4. The combination according to claim 3 wherein 8.
corner is provided at the angle formed by said rest portion
and said wall engaging end of said bracket to form a
fulcrum so that weight applied to said rest portion will
cause said bracket to act as a lever and move the form

wall into engagement with the Said Spacing abutment On
said tie rod.
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